This paper is a trial to establish global results for inverse simulation technique as applied to aircraft. This work builds on a previous result for rigid aircraft inverse simulation and adds a new level of complexity, that the aircraft is subjected to external sudden disturbances. The external sudden disturbance cannot be ignored even in the most basic flight conditions, thus the feed back will overcome this disturbances effects on aircraft dynamics and interprets that into modification of the control inputs. The technique was applied to some interesting two dimensional and three dimensional maneuvers. 
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INTRODUCTION
Inverse simulation is a technique used to determine the control inputs that enable a dynamic system, such as aircraft to produce desired output. Recently, inverse simulation technique has gained considerable popularity in application to highly maneuverable aircraft [1] .
In virtue of this interest in some aspects of the inverse problem of aircraft control, a general and simple formulation of the problem was given by Abdel Rahman and Al Bahi [2] and was applied for the case of circular vertical loop and spatial maneuvers.
Fisher [3] implements the control methodology of the aircraft attitude as an outer loop controller to an aircraft under nonlinear dynamic inversion control. Instead a control algorithm for both attitude and position was proposed here. Karlsson [4] cancels the non-linear dynamics and then the system can be controlled as a linear system while, for the present study nonlinear dynamics was considered.
The present study represents the technique of inverse simulation, based on the calculation of required forces and moments to perform certain maneuver using feed back control "error minimizing technique [1] [2] " as shown in Fig. (1) , which makes the problem similar to control allocation problem.
Fig.1. Feed Back Control Technique
This study is different from previous studies in that , it includes the feed back control algorithm for both attitude and position which gives the techniques the ability to present the required control laws in case of sudden or even continuous disturbances and maintains the required trajectory.
The paper is organized as follows. The first section shows the general formulation of the technique and describes the equations of motion for the aircraft followed by a definition of control algorithm which calculates the required control forces and moments in section two. Section three presents the mathematical model of the external forces and moments. Section four shows the calculation procedure with numerical application results for both two dimensional and three dimensional maneuvers, followed by concluding remarks.
CNT-04 3 GENERAL FORMULATION
Rigid aircraft motion is generally represented by the six components coordinate vector in addition to the six components quasi velocity vector [2] . Elements of both vectors can be gathered in the vector ζ
Where V= velocity, ω =angular velocity x=position, θ =attitude angles
Similarly the target maneuver is given in the following form
The subscript T means target maneuver The total required forces and moments to perform the required maneuver is calculated based on the difference between the given maneuver parameters and the six degree of freedom model output [5] Which can be presented as :
Where K=gain matrix which is chosen according to the required dynamic response. From which we see that the value of F C is increased when the difference between the required maneuver parameter and real aircraft state increases.
The forces acting on the aircraft are: gravity, aerodynamic forces and thrust [6] . So the total forces and moments necessary to perform the required maneuver is a combination of the gravity, aerodynamic and thrust forces and moments Since the gravity forces is known and can be calculated in the body axes so later we will call the combination of aerodynamic forces and thrust as F AC Since F AC =aerodynamic force + thrust force And the aerodynamic forces and moments are functions of the flow angles and the control surface deflections
As we have already calculated F C and gravity forces are known so we have six unknown for six equations which can be solved to get the matrix column δ = [ α ,β ,δe ,δa ,δr ,T ].
AIRCRAFT EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The nonlinear aircraft six degree of freedom dynamic model depend on representing the dynamics of the system with usage of two sets of axes as shown in Fig. ( 2).
-inertial axes system which is fixed to earth surface and we neglect the earth rotation about itself -body fixed axes which is fixed to aircraft body under all conditions CNT-04 4 
This is equivalent to six equations in six unknowns. Equation (7) can be solved independent of equation (6) but equation (6) can't be solved independent of equation (7), which physically means that the aircraft attitude "or any rigid body" can be determined independent of aircraft position but aircraft position can't be determined without determination of aircraft attitude.
Integrating the above equation using 4 th order Runge Kutta method for given initial Condition of ω & V B so we get
To get the position & attitude of the aircraft relative to inertial axes we use kinematics relations which transfer the above values of velocities and angular velocities from body axes into inertial axes.
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The Euler angles technique is used for transformation between the inertial and body axes,The kinematics relation is as follows [5] :
By solving "integrating" the above six equation using 4 th order Runge Kutta-4 method together with equations (1) and (2) at given initial Conditions of ψ,Ө,φ,x,y,z so the position and attitude of the aircraft is completely defined.
CALCULATIONS OF NECESSARY FORCES AND MOMENTS TO PERFORM THE TARGET MANEUVER
the calculations of necessary forces and moments to perform certain maneuver is simply depends on the criteria that we need only force to change the position and only moment to change the attitude. By application of PD control "proportional differential controller" [5] which is not only reduce the error in the required state but also in its derivative the elements of control forces and moments vector will be as follows :
which calculated or designed based on required transient response characteristics such as settling time, damping ratio, percentage overshoot and natural frequency As mentioned before subscript T means the target maneuver, and x,y,z subscripts refers to the direction of the force or the moment.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF EXTERNAL FORCES AND MOMENTS
The external forces and moments acting on the aircraft during flight is divided into three categories first is the aerodynamic forces and moments; second is the gravity forces and finally the thrust force "in some cases the thrust also causes some moments such as if the thrust line is deviated from the center of gravity".
i-Aerodynamic Forces and Moments
The aerodynamic forces and moments are assumed to be linear and they are represented in the stability body axes system. Stability axes system is defined as follows: the X axis is in the direction of flight "the direction of velocity vector" so it differs with the variation of angle of attack α or sideslip angle β, while Z axis is in downward direction perpendicular to X axis in the aircraft plane of symmetry, and finally Y axis is normal to XZ plane following the right hand rule "in the right wing direction" [5] .
Aerodynamic forces are divided into 3 forces and 3 moments they are (drag "D", lift "L", side force "Y", rolling moment " l ", pitching moment "m" and yawing moment "n") respectively [7] . 
iii-Thrust Forces and Moments
Finally the thrust force and moment are varying depending on location of the thrust line of each aircraft, but in most cases it is aligned to the body fixed X axis and bathing through the center of gravity or very near to it, so the moment produced is very small and can be neglected.
CALCULATION PROCEDURE
First of all we should split the motion into longitudinal and lateral motion The longitudinal motion include the normal force, axial force and pitching moment while the lateral motion include the side force ,rolling moment and yawing moment The forces and moments in the longitudinal motion Note that p , q , r "body angular velocities" have been already determined from 6 degrees of freedom model. The above formulas of aerodynamic forces are calculated in the stability axes so they should be transformed into the body axes. The next step after determination of aerodynamic forces and moments in the stability axes is to transform them into the body fixed axes in terms of sideslip angle and angle of attack. The transformation matrix from stability axes to body fixed axes is as follows: 
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Now from above the system of equations will be: Note that the formulas show that both angle of attack and sideslip angle depend on the velocity values in the body fixed axes and rolling angle which were determined from the solution of aircraft six degree of freedom model.
NUMERICAL APPLICATIONS
In order to demonstrate the applicability of the inverse simulation technique with application of feed back control two cases of maneuvers were considered, first case is simple longitudinal (x,z) plane motion while the second case is three dimensional maneuver which include both longitudinal and lateral motion. Advanced trainer aircraft similar to German (alpha jet) was considered in the application [8] .
Two Dimensional Application (Straight Line Vertical Loop Straight Line With Constant Speed).
The maneuver was performed with constant speed V=200 m/s. The maneuver shape and trajectory with time are shown in Figs (3,4,5) . As shown in the above figures there is sudden change in motion parameters and control laws when the aircraft approaches the vertical loop and when gets out of it. These sudden changes is due to the big difference between the aircraft state and the required trajectory parameters at that points which requires bigger values of forces and moments to overcome this differences and the algorithm interprets them into elevator deflections and thrust values which subsequently change the angle of attack. Although the motion is completely in the longitudinal plane, but when there is any lateral disturbance the algorithm activate the rudder and the aileron to overcome this disturbance as shown in Figs (15,16) Three Dimensional Application (Straight Line-Horizontal Loop-Straight Line with constant speed)
The maneuver was performed with constant speed V=200 m/s. the motion is combined longitudinal and lateral motion so the control is done by the four control elevator, rudder aileron and thrust and the lateral velocities and forces are taken into consideration. 
